On December 19th, 2019, at approximately 7:00 p.m., a Robbery with Deadly Weapon occurred to a retail business near Rainbow Boulevard and Oakey Boulevard in Las Vegas, Nevada.

Two suspects entered the business, one armed with a knife and the other armed with a hammer. The suspects demanded the safe be opened and cash was taken.

Suspect #1: Light-skinned black or Hispanic male, skinny build, wearing a grey hoodie, blue jeans and brown shoes.

Suspect #2: Light-skinned black or Hispanic male, skinny build, wearing a black hoodie, black pants and white shoes, carrying a camo bag.

Anyone with information is urged to call the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department Commercial Robbery Section at (702) 828-3591. To remain anonymous, call Crime Stoppers at (702) 385-5555 or visit www.crimestoppersofnv.com. Tips directly leading to an arrest or an indictment processed through Crime Stoppers may result in a cash reward.